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A B S T R A C T

Aggressive interactions between conspecific animals have been used as a social stressor with ethological char-
acteristics to study how social interactions can modulate animal’s behavior. Here, a new protocol based on
aggressive and non-aggressive interactions was developed to study how different social interactions can alter the
behavioral profile of animals re-exposed to the context in which the interaction occurred. We used factor
analysis to trace the behavioral profile of socially defeated and non-defeated mice when they were re-exposed to
the apparatus [three interconnected chambers: home chamber, tunnel and surface area]; we also compared the
behavior presented before (habituation) and 24 h after (re-exposure) the non-aggressive or aggressive interac-
tions. A final factor analysis from defeated animals yielded 4 factors that represented 72.09% of total variance;
whereas non-defeated animal’s analysis was loaded with 5 factors that represented 85.46% of total variance. A 5-
min non-aggressive interaction reduced the frequency of stretched attend behavior in the tunnel, whereas a
single social defeat reduced time in the tunnel and increased time spent performing self-grooming in the home
chamber without conditioning any other spatio-temporal and complementary measures. Together, these results
suggest that different social interactions may modulate distinct behavioral profiles in animals when re-exposed
to the context.

1. Introduction

Social interactions are present in several animal species (Alexander,
1974; Tinbergen, 1953) and can be classified as positive (e.g., inter-
action with a known individual, reproductive behavior of female rats
receptive to males, parental care of females with their puppies) or ne-
gative interactions (e.g., interaction with an aggressive conspecific)
(Kikusui et al., 2006; Armario et al., 1983a; Koolhaas et al., 1997).
Many of these animal species, including human beings, live in a com-
plex social environment in which individuals differ in their social in-
teractions with other group members (Martinez et al., 1998). Some
individuals are less exposed to aggression, whereas others face high and
persistent levels of aggression, representing an intense source of social
stress (Martinez et al., 1998). These social episodes are very important
in modulating numerous behavioral and physiological processes
(Sapolsky, 2001). Animals subjected to social defeat show impairment
in exploratory behavior in the open-field (Kudriavtseva et al., 1991),
increased submissive behavior, inhibition of sexual and aggressive be-
haviors (Kudriavtseva et al., 1996; Van de Poll et al., 1982; Yoshimura
and Kimura, 1991), and increased anxiety assessed in the elevated plus

maze (Costa et al., 2016; Rodgers and Cole, 1993), a widely used an-
imal test of anxiety (e.g., Carobrez and Bertoglio, 2005). For this
reason, conspecific confrontation has been used as a biologically re-
levant model of social stress in laboratory conditions (Martinez et al.,
1998).

In humans, social stress is related with pathologies such as drug
dependency, anxiety disorders and depression (Björkqvist, 2001;
Chaouloff, 2013; Ehlers et al., 2000; Fuchs and Flugge, (2002); Goeders,
2002; Kessler, 1997; Koob and Thatcher-Britton, 1985; Monroe &
Simons, 1991; Paykel, 1978; Piazzaa and Le Moala et al., 1998; Sinha,
2008; Tidey and Miczek, 1997). Experimental models that validate
these interactions are important tools to understand the neurobiology
of several mental disorders. From a behavioral standpoint, it is well
known that animals display various defensive reactions in response to
threats, such as exposure to a predator or an aggressive conspecific
(Edmunds, 1974). In rodents (e.g., rats and mice), these defense reac-
tions classically include behaviors such as freezing, flight, defensive
attacks and even death simulation (tonic immobility) (Blanchard et al.,
1990). The behavioral choice exhibited by animals generally depends
on their distance to the threatening stimulus and whether there is a
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route of escape (Blanchard et al., 1990). In this context, social stress, in
the form of experience of defeat, is a potent situation for activating
defense mechanisms (Rodgers and Randall, 1986) and also seems to be
a suitable stressful stimulus to induce anxiogenic states in animals
(Costa et al., 2016; Rodgers and Cole, 1993). Therefore, we hypothe-
sized that different social interactions would elicit distinct behavioral
profiles in animals and that the social defeat experience would provoke
aversive contextual conditioning in the defeated mouse. To test these
hypotheses, we investigated the behavioral profile of mice exposed to
two types of social interaction (aggressive and non-aggressive) and
whether a single exposure to the social defeat stress would be able to
generate contextual avoidance. We employed factor analysis to care-
fully analyze the behavioral profile of socially defeated and non-de-
feated mice when re-exposed to the empty apparatus where the inter-
action occurred. To evaluate whether a single social defeat is able to
induce contextual avoidance conditioning in mice, we also compared
the behavioral profile displayed by non-defeated and socially defeated
mice during re-exposure to the context where the social interaction was
carried out (intergroup analysis). Finally, we compared the behavioral
profile exhibited by mice during the habituation and re-exposure to the
apparatus independently for each experimental group (DG and NDG,
intragroup analysis).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were male adult Swiss mice (from the animal facility at
UNESP, Araraquara, SP, Brazil) weighing 30–35 g at testing. They were
housed in groups of 10 per cage (41× 34×16 cm) and maintained
under a normal 12-h light cycle (lights on at 7:00 a.m.) in a tempera-
ture-controlled environment (23 ± 1 °C). Food and water were freely
available except during the brief test period. All mice were experi-
mentally naïve, and experimental sessions were carried out during the
light phase of the cycle (08:00 a.m. to 02:00 p.m.).

2.2. Choice of the aggressor conspecific

Once the mice arrived at the animal house of the Laboratory of
Pharmacology (School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, UNESP), they were
housed in groups of 10 animals per cage (45×28×13 cm). In the
period of habituation to local conditions, a trained observer identified
the dominant mouse of each cage (defined as the individual that dis-
played spontaneous aggressive behavior against other animals in the
home cage). These animals were then isolated in individual cages
(28× 17×12 cm) for at least 4 weeks, to intensify their aggressive
behavior (Valzelli, 1985).

2.3. Apparatus

The apparatus was modified from the original “rat exposure test”
developed and behaviorally validated by Yang et al. (2004). The ap-
paratus has three interconnected chambers: home chamber (HC),
tunnel (T), and the surface area (S), in order to measure the risk as-
sessment behavior and spatio-temporal measures (Fig. 1). The surface
area (23×24×21 cm) is a clear carbonate cage covered with a black
polycarbonate lid. The home chamber (7×7×12 cm) is a black
Plexiglas box covered with a lid. To facilitate videotaping, one side of
the HC is made of clear Plexiglas. The HC is connected to the surface
area by a clear Plexiglas tube tunnel (4.4 cm in diameter, 13 cm in
length and raised 1.5 cm above the floor of the two chambers).

2.4. General procedure

All tests were conducted under the illumination of a 100W light
lamp placed on room ceiling (24 lx on the floor of the apparatus). The

apparatus was cleaned with 20% alcohol and dried with paper towels
between trials. One horizontally mounted camera linked to a video
monitor and DVD was used to record the experiment. Mouse behavior
during the test was scored by an observer blinded to the experimental
conditions using the software “X-plo-rat 2005”, developed by Dr.
Morato’s group at Faculdade de Filosofia, Ciências e Letras de Ribeirão
Preto, USP (the software can be freely downloaded at http://www.
oocities.org/xplorat/). The behavioral parameters comprised both
spatio-temporal and complementary measures. Spatio-temporal mea-
sures were the frequency of entries and time spent in each area of the
apparatus (HC, T, and S), and latency (in seconds) to reach the S;
whereas complementary measures comprised the frequency of stret-
ched attend posture (SAP; exploratory posture in which the body is
stretched forward but the animal’s hind paws remain in position, fol-
lowed by retracting to original position) in the HC, T and S, frequency
of rearing (standing on rear limbs) in the S, duration (in seconds) of
self-grooming behavior [self-caring behavior directed to the body sur-
face, generally following a cephalo-caudal direction: paw licking – nose
and face wash – head wash – body wash – fur licking – leg licking – tail/
genitals licking and wash (Edmunds, 1974)] in the HC, T and S. The
testing procedure consisted of five consecutive experimental days, di-
vided into the following phases:

2.4.1. Phase 1: habituation
The habituation procedure occurred during the first three days of

the experimental protocol with a 24 h interval between each habitua-
tion session. During habituation, each mouse was placed in the home
chamber and was allowed to explore the empty apparatus for 10min.
After analysis of data collected in habituation 3, animals were evenly
distributed between the experimental groups (defeated and not de-
feated) taking as base the latency in seconds to reach the surface area in
order to establish a homogeneous distribution of animals between both
groups.

2.4.2. Phase 2: social interaction test
On the fourth day, each mouse was placed in the home chamber to

freely explore the apparatus. Once the animal reached the surface area,
the surface entrance was immediately closed and, then, an aggressive
conspecific was introduced in the surface area and the agonistic en-
counter was started (defeated group – DG). The aggressive attacks were
interrupted when the test animal displayed submissive posture [i.e.
body lift on its hind legs, front paws outstretched toward the aggressor,
retracted head and arched ears (Miczek, 1983)] for at least 5 s or after
five minutes of interaction (which occurred first). Another group of
animals was subjected to a similar procedure, except that a non-ag-
gressive Swiss mouse was placed into the surface area for a 5-min
period of social interaction (Non-defeated group; NDG).

2.4.3. Phase 3: re-exposure test
On the fifth day, mice were individually placed in the home

chamber and could freely explore the entire apparatus for 10min. This
phase was delineated to assess contextual avoidance conditioning.

2.5. Data analysis

Ninety non-defeated and eighty-nine defeated mice were habituated
to the apparatus during the first three days of the protocol (Phase 1). On
the fourth day (Phase 2), the animals were confined to the surface area
where they experienced a social defeat session with an aggressive
conspecific (animals from DG) or a non-aggressive interaction with a
known conspecific (animals from NDG) as described in Section 2.4. To
investigate any interrelation among the behaviors exhibited by defeated
and non-defeated mice during the Phase 3, we first analyzed the data
extracted from the 89 socially defeated and 90 non-defeated mice,
doing three successive factor analyses for each experimental group.
Initially, separate analyses were performed on the spatio-temporal
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measures and on the complementary measures, aiming to clarify the
behavioral structure and to reduce redundancy in the total of number of
variables scored. The outcomes of these two analyses were then com-
bined in a third factor analysis.

Factor analysis has been extensively used in several studies to
characterize behavioral patterns of mice and rats in many paradigms
such as the elevated plus maze, open elevated plus maze and rat ex-
posure test (Campos et al., 2013; Sorregotti et al., 2013; Rodgers and
Johnson, 1995; Lister, 1987). Through this analysis, it is possible to
reduce a great number of observed variables to few factors. These
factors summarize and explain a set of observed variables within a
particular experimental group (Figueiredo-Filho and Silva-Júnior,
2010).

In Analysis 1, the factor analysis was performed by a principal
component solution with orthogonal rotation (varimax) of the factor
matrix. This method ensures that the extracted factors are independent
and should, therefore, reflect distinct biological phenomena. The Kaiser
test (eigenvalues ≥1) was used to confirm the factors extracted. The
factor loading of each behavioral item indicates how well that item
correlates with that factor. Loading of± 1 indicates a perfect (positive/
negative) link, whereas a loading of less than 0.7 would suggest that the
item is rather weakly linked to the factor. In this study, only loadings
greater than 0.7 were used (Campos et al., 2013; Sorregotti et al.,
2013).

Analysis 2 aimed to investigate whether the social interaction (5-
min non-aggressive interaction or a single social defeat) alters the be-
havioral profile presented in the apparatus, we performed a 2× 2
(defeated vs. non-defeated, habituation 3 vs. re-exposure test) –
MANOVA followed by the Fisher’s post hoc test comparing behavioral
parameters shown by NDG (N=90) and DG (N=89). For the “time
factor” (habituation 3 vs. re-exposure test – intra-group analysis) a re-
peated measure analysis was carried out, considering that data from
habituation 3 and re-exposure were obtained through the same animals
for each group. In cases were significant effects were observed, the data
were submitted to an ANCOVA analysis (main effect: treatment - ag-
gressive or non-aggressive interaction, covariable: habituation 3) to
identify if the behavioral profile exhibited on Habituation 3 may have
influenced the difference between groups in re-exposure.

Initially, data were submitted to Levene’s test to assess the equality
of variances for both groups, which indicated a homogeneity of var-
iance in group samples. A P≤ 0.05 was required for significance.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis 1: behavioral profile analysis

The results of Analysis 1 are summarized in the Tables 1–3. Factor
analysis 1 (spatio-temporal measures) and 2 (complementary measures)
from NDG were then combined in a third analysis (Table 1). The spatio-
temporal and complementary analysis showed 5 factors that together

represent 85.46% of total variance. Factor 1 was loaded with time spent
in the home chamber and in the surface area, and time spent per-
forming self-grooming in the home chamber. Factor 2 was negatively
loaded with time spent in the tunnel and self-grooming in the same
compartment; whereas factor 3 was negatively loaded with total entries

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the experimental apparatus composed of a home chamber, tunnel and a surface area (Adapted from Campos et al., 2013).

Table 1
Orthogonal factor loadings for spatio-temporal and complementary measures in
non-defeated mice.

Behavioral parameter Factors

1 2 3 4 5

Time spent in the home chamber
(s)

−0.908

Time spent in the tunnel (s) −0.893
Time spent in the surface area (s) +0.930
Total entries −0.835
SAP total +0.968
Self-grooming in the home

chamber (s)
−0.769

Self-grooming in the tunnel (s) −0.942
Self-grooming in the surface area

(s)
+0.752

Rearing −0.848
Latency to reach the surface +0.941
% variance 32.52 15.12 13.40 11.05 7.16

Factors loadings greater than 0.7 are shown. Minus and plus signs indicate the
direction of the particular loading. Criteria: eigenvalue ≥1.

Table 2
Orthogonal factor loadings for spatio-temporal and complementary measures in
socially defeated mice.

Behavioral parameter Factors

1 2 3 4

Time spent in the home chamber (s) +0.965
Time spent in the tunnel (s) −0.845
Time spent in the surface area (s) −0.962
Total entries −0.757
SAP in the home chamber
SAP in the tunnel +0.735
SAP in the surface area +0.861
Self-grooming in the home chamber (s) +0.806
Self-grooming in the tunnel (s)
Self-grooming in the surface area (s)
Rearing
Latency to reach the surface +0.879
% variance 32.52 15.12 13.40 11.05

Factors loadings greater than 0.7 are shown. Minus and plus signs indicate the
direction of the particular loading. Criteria: eigenvalue ≥1.
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and rearing behavior. Factors 4 and 5 were positively loaded with a
single behavior measure each one; latency to reach the surface area and
total SAP, respectively. On factor 1, time spent in home chamber and
self-grooming in the same compartment were positively loaded,
whereas this factor was negatively loaded with time spent in the surface
area and self-grooming also in the same area. There were no co-loadings
for any measure.

Factor analyses for behavioral measures from DG are presented in
Table 2. The results obtained from factor analysis 1 (spatio-temporal
measures) and 2 (complementary measures) were then combined in a
third-factor analysis (Table 2). This analysis resulted in four different
factors that together represented 72.09% of total variance. Factor 1was
positively loaded with time spent in the home chamber and self-
grooming in the same compartment; besides, this factor was also ne-
gatively loaded with time spent in the surface area. Factor 2 was ne-
gatively loaded with time spent in the tunnel and total entries, whereas
factor 3 was positively loaded with SAP in the tunnel and in the surface.
Latency to reach the surface positively loaded alone on factor 4.

Table 3 shows the behavioral profile of NDG and DG on the re-
exposure test. Animals from the DG showed a slight preference for the
protected areas (home chamber+ tunnel; 53.3%) where they mainly
displayed self-grooming behavior (≈35%), whereas non-defeated mice
spent more time in the surface area rather than in protected areas.

3.2. Analysis 2: contextual aversive conditioning in defeated and non-
defeated mice

At first, it was performed an analysis using a 2× 2 (defeated vs.
non-defeated, habituation 3 vs. re-exposure test) factorial analysis –
MANOVA followed by the Fisher’s post hoc. From an intergroup per-
spective of analysis (comparing data re-exposure test between the two
experimental groups), this statistical approach showed that animals
from NDG and DG differed in the re-exposure test for only two beha-
vioral measures: time spent in the home chamber (p= 0.04) and time
spent performing self-grooming also in the home chamber (p= 0.02),
whereas all other behaviors did not change after distinct social

interactions (Table 3).
This analysis also revealed that experimental groups differed in

some behaviors during habituation 3: time spent in the home chamber
(NDG=220.8 ± 13.03 and DG=277.83 ± 13.23 ; F(1,
178) = 10.511, p=0.01), and in surface area (NDG=323.9 ± 12.7
and DG=268.79 ± 13.02; F(1, 178)= 9.838, p=0.01); and time
spent performing self-grooming in the home chamber
(NDG=77.13 ± 9.3 and DG=117.81 ± 10.78; F(1, 178) = 14.189,
p=0.01). Other behavioral measures did not show between-group
differences in habituation 3. These results indicate that the adopted
criterion (i.e. the latency to reach the surface in habituation 3) to
homogeneously distribute the animals into the experimental group was
not effective. Considering these results, it was performed a covariance
analysis–ANCOVA (main effect: treatment - aggressive or non-ag-
gressive interaction, covariable: habituation 3). The purpose of this
statistical approach was to evaluate whether the differences observed
for time and self-grooming in the home chamber during re-exposure
were due to treatment effect (aggressive or non-aggressive interaction)
or to the difference already existing in habituation 3.

Thus, ANCOVA revealed significant effect for treatment (aggressive
or non-aggressive interaction) in self-grooming behavior in the home
chamber; F(2,178) = 4.47, p < 0.05. Regarding the variable “time spent
in the home chamber”, ANCOVA revealed a lack of effect for treatment;
F(2,178) = 0.64, p > 0.05.

It was also possible to analyze these data from an intra-group per-
spective, comparing data from habituation 3 and re-exposure test in-
dependently for each experimental group and assessing whether the
employed intervention (5- min non-aggressive interaction or a single
social defeat) was able to change the behavioral profile of mice re-ex-
posed to the context in which the interaction occurred.

The 2×2 MANOVA with Fisher’s post hoc test revealed lack of
effect when habituation 3 and re-exposure test for all spatio-temporal
measures in NDG were compared: time spent in the home chamber,
tunnel and surface area (p= 0.38, p=0.1 and p= 0.64, respectively),
frequency of entries in the home chamber, tunnel, and surface area
(p= 0.08, p= 0.08 and p=0.22, respectively), and latency to reach

Table 3
Ethological description and comparison of behavior displayed by non-defeated (n=90) and socially defeated (N=89) mice on the re-exposure test.

Parameter Non-defeated mice Mean ± SEM Socially defeated mice Mean ± SEM P value

Time spent (s)
Home chamber 229.89 ± 12.84 275.03 ± 14.17 P=0.045*
Tunnel 50.45 ± 3.38 44.97 ± 2.44 P=0.36
Protected areas (home chamber+ tunnel) 280.33 ± 12.96 320.0 ± 13.29 P=0.03*
Surface area 319.67 ± 12.29 279.99 ± 13.30 P=0.06

Frequency of entries
Home chamber 13.39 ± 0.63 11.49 ± 0.53 P=0.21
Tunnel 26.08 ± 1.26 22.21 ± 1.12 P=0.21
Protected areas (home chamber+ tunnel) 39.47 ± 1.87 33.69 ± 1.63 P=0.21
Surface area 13.57 ± 0.64 11.66 ± 0.61 P=0.24

Stretched Attend Posture (Freq.)
Home chamber 0.13 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.098 P=0.41
Tunnel 0.81 ± 0.15 1.28 ± 0.315 P=0.27
Protected areas (home chamber+ tunnel) 0.94 ± 0.17 1.57 ± 0.342 P=0.08
Surface area 0.89 ± 0.17 1.22 ± 0.254 P=0.73

Self-Grooming (s)
Home chamber 69.94 ± 7.85 112.94 ± 10.93 P=0.019*
Tunnel 0.71 ± 0.5 0.22 ± 0,197 P=0.87
Protected areas (home chamber+ tunnel) 70.66 ± 113.16 ± 10.94 P=0.018*
Surface area 38.04 ± 7.1 23.91 ± 4.83 P=0.42

Rearing (Freq.)
Surface area 43.12 ± 2.3 39.70 ± 2.08 P=0.29

Latency to reach the surface (s)
Surface area 7.83 ± 3.42 27.65 ± 8.59 P=0.21

This dataset was used in factor analysis reported in Tables 1 and 2, and also in the MANOVA and ANCOVA analyses. Values represent mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05
compared to non-defeated group through MANOVA followed by the Fisher’s post test.
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Fig. 2. Spatio-temporal behavioral measures
exhibited by non-defeated group (NDG, n=91)
during habituation 3 and re-exposure test. Time
in seconds spent in the home chamber (A),
tunnel (B) surface area (C); frequency of entries
in the home chamber (D), tunnel (E) and sur-
face area (F); latency in seconds to reach the
surface area (G). Bars represent mean ± SEM.
*P < 0.05.

Fig. 3. Complementary behavioral measures ex-
hibited by non-defeated group (NDG, n=91)
during habituation 3 and re-exposure test. SAP
frequency in the home chamber (A), tunnel (B)
and surface area (C); time in seconds spent per-
forming self-grooming in the home chamber (D),
tunnel (E) and surface area (F); frequency of
rearing behavior in the surface area (G). Bars re-
present mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05.
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the surface area (p=0.09 - Fig. 2). Additionally, a lack of effect was
observed between habituation 3 and re-exposure test for almost all
complementary measures: SAP in home chamber (p=0.7) and in the
surface area (p=0.52); self-grooming in the home chamber (p= 0.62),
in tunnel (p= 0.17), and surface area (p=0.09); and rearing behavior
(p=0.08– Fig. 3). The only complementary measure that showed an
effect for NDG was the SAP in the tunnel, that had a lower frequency in
the re-exposure test when compared to the habituation 3 (p=0.03 –
Fig. 3).

For the DG, when behaviors exhibited in habituation 3 and re-ex-
posure test were compared, the analysis showed a lack of effect for
almost all spatio-temporal behaviors: time spent in the home chamber
and in surface area (p= 0.87 and p= 0.42, respectively), frequency of
entries in home chamber (p=0.42), tunnel (p= 0.34) and surface area
(p=0.29), and latency to reach the surface area (p=0.24) (Fig. 4).
The only spatio-temporal behavior changed by the social defeat was the
time spent in the tunnel, that decreased (p= 0.02). For complementary
measures, no effect was observed: SAP frequency in home chamber
(p=0.14), in tunnel (p= 0.053), and in surface area (p=0.7); self-
grooming in the home chamber (p=0.68), in tunnel (p= 0.88), and in
surface area (p=0.33); and rearing behavior (p=0.07 - Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

The main aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of different
social interactions (i.e. aggressive and non-aggressive) on the beha-
vioral profile of animals re-exposed to the context in which the inter-
action occurred.

Through factor analysis was possible to observe differences in the
behavioral profile of defeated and non-defeated animals when re-ex-
posed to the context of the social interaction. It was also noticed that
socially defeated animals spent more time performing self-grooming in
the home chamber than non-defeated animals during re-exposure test.

Also, socially defeated animals spent less time in the tunnel in the re-
exposure test compared to habituation 3. A reduction in frequency of
SAP in the tunnel was also observed in NDG when comparing behaviors
presented in the habituation 3 and re-exposure test.

Comparing the final factor analyses (spatio-temporal and com-
plementary measures) for each group, it is possible to affirm that NDG
had a factor analysis with 5 factors that together represent 85.46% of
all behavioral measures displayed by animals (see Table 1). Regarding
the results displayed by mice of the DG, factor analysis showed 4 factors
that together represent 72.09% of their behavior repertory. The lower
number of factors and % variance in DG compared to those raised in
NDG can be attributed to the fact that some behavioral measures were
not sufficiently relevant to any of the biological factors resulted from
DG factor analysis, such as SAP in the home chamber, self-grooming
behavior in the tunnel and surface area, and rearing.

Factor 1 on the final analyses of both experimental groups seems to
reflect animal’s permanency in the main compartments of the appa-
ratus, because time spent in the home chamber and in surface area were
strongly but negatively loaded on both analyses. In addition to these
two behavioral measures, factor 1 in NDG also loaded with self-
grooming behavior in the home chamber and surface area; whereas in
DG factor 1 was additionally loaded with self-grooming in the home
chamber only. This distinct outcome on factor 1 observed in NDG and
DG is suggestive that while DG animals recognized home chamber as a
safe area to exhibit a recuperative behavior such as self-grooming
(Domjan, 2014; Spruijt et al., 1992), NDG did not have to search for
safe places in the apparatus probably because they did not suffer an
aggressive experience.

Factors 2 of both experimental groups, although showed similar
participation in total variance (i.e. 15.12%), had their behavioral
measures loading slightly different. In NDG, factor 2 loaded with time
spent in the tunnel and self-grooming behavior in the same area, that
were strongly and positively correlated; indicating that this factor may

Fig. 4. Spatio-temporal behavioral measures ex-
hibited by defeated group (DG, n=89) during
habituation 3 and re-exposure test. Time in sec-
onds spent in the home chamber (A), tunnel (B)
surface area (C); frequency of entries in the home
chamber (D), tunnel (E) and surface area (F); la-
tency in seconds to reach the surface area (G). Bars
represent mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05.
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be reflecting time and behaviors (i.e. self-grooming) presented in a
passage/transition environment. Whereas for DG, factor 2 was loaded
with time spent in the home chamber and total entries. Considering that
the frequency of entries is generally used as a locomotion measure
(Campos et al., 2013), this factor may represent locomotion/ex-
ploratory behaviors. In NDG, this exploratory/locomotor profile was
observed in factor 3 that was also loaded with total entries and rearing
behavior. In contrast, Factor 3 from DG possibly resumes an emotional
factor because it was loaded with SAP behavior in the tunnel and in the
surface compartments. The NDG also had a factor with emotional
substrate; factor 5 was loaded with a single measure: total SAP. Despite
some similarities in the SAP exhibition observed in DG and NDG in-
teractions, factor 3 from DG loaded with SAP in the tunnel and in the
surface area, indicating that these risk assessment measures were
strongly correlated only when the animals had experienced an ag-
gressive interaction. In relation to factor 4, it was loaded with latency to
reach the surface area for both NDG and DG.

Lastly, through the comparison between final factor analyses of
NDG and DG is possible to see that different social interactions (i.e.
aggressive and non-aggressive) modulate behavioral profile presented
by the animals when re-exposed to the context where they experienced
social interactions, not just by the number of factors extracted from the
behavioral measure, but also by the content of each factor.

The second analysis aimed to determine whether a single social
defeat could produce contextual avoidance in socially defeated mice. A
2× 2 (defeated vs. non-defeated, habituation 3 vs. re-exposure test)
MANOVA with Fisher’s post hoc, followed by an ANCOVA analysis
revealed that socially defeated animals spent more time performing
self-grooming in the home chamber during the re-exposure test than
non-defeated animals, and less time in the tunnel in the re-exposure test
compared to the habituation 3 (intra-group analysis). Albeit the
MANOVA analysis had indicated that time spent in the home chamber
during re-exposure test was higher for DG compared to the NDG; this

effect could not be considered, because ANCOVA analysis indicated that
this result was influenced by a pre-existent difference between these
groups (NDG and DG) in habituation 3.

Although self-grooming has the essential function of caring for and
protecting the body surface, its occurrence is affected by emotional
factors (Estanislau et al., 2013). It is known that the neural substrates
that underlie behaviors directed to the body surface overlaps other
substrates involved in the processing of stressful stimuli (Spruijt et al.,
1992). It has been long known that self-grooming behavior can occur in
various contexts and generally is increased in two opposite situations in
which high and low levels of stress are present (Kalueff and Tuohimaa,
2004). Our results are consistent with previous findings that have de-
monstrated that socially defeated rats showed an increase in self-
grooming behavior 25–30min after the aggressive interaction when
compared to non-defeated rats (Van Erp et al., 1994).

Apparently, the expression of self-grooming behavior in rodents is
more related to the period after the peak of exposure to the stressful
source rather than with the period of high levels of fear/anxiety.
Therefore, it is likely that self-grooming expression reflects the process
of arousal reduction due to the termination of exposure to stressful
source or habituation to an adverse situation (Spruijt et al., 1992).
Considering that in the present study, socially defeated mice increased
self-grooming in the home chamber (protected area) during the re-ex-
posure to the same context (but without the presence of the aggressive
conspecific), it seems reasonable to suggest that this behavioral para-
meter may be related to the arousal reduction.

Though socially defeated animals spent more time performing self-
grooming in the home chamber than non-defeated animals, a single
social defeat failed to induce contextual conditioning for classical
spatio-temporal and complementary measures such as preference for
the home chamber, avoidance for the surface area and increased SAP
behavior. Faced with this mild effect revealed by MANOVA/ANCOVA
intergroup analysis, data were then explored under a within-group

Fig. 5. Complementary behavioral measures
exhibited by defeated group (DG, n=89)
during habituation 3 and re-exposure test. SAP
frequency in the home chamber (A), tunnel (B)
and surface area (C); time in seconds spent
performing self-grooming in the home
chamber (D), tunnel (E) and surface area (F);
frequency of rearing behavior in the surface
area (G). Bars represent mean ± SEM.
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(intragroup) approach, in order to verify if there were differences be-
tween habituation 3 and re-exposure test for a single experimental
group (i.e. DG or NDG). Doing so, we were able to observe that animals
from NDG reduced SAP frequency in the tunnel after a 5-min interac-
tion with a known conspecific. It is likely that this reduction is related
to a rewarding valence of the non-aggressive interaction between fa-
miliar conspecifics. In brief, it is known that social animals commu-
nicate each other in order to cooperate and manage the group in such
way that is beneficial to either group member. These social interactions
are essential not only for cooperation between animals, but also for
protection of possible treats in the environment (Kikusui et al., 2006).
Behavioral approaches also show that when conspecifics animals are
together in a semi-natural environment, there is a reduction in their
corticosterone and stress levels when compared to isolated animals
(Armario et al., 1983a,b; Kikusui et al., 2006). Furthermore, this effect
seems to persist even 24 h after the interaction, because animals re-
duced SAP in the tunnel when re-exposed to the interaction context.

Regarding DG, although the animals were socially defeated ex-
clusively in the surface area, they did not show place avoidance for the
surface area, suggesting that a single social defeat failed to induce
conditioned place aversion (for surface area). A similar result was
shown by Faturi et al. (2014), who demonstrated that single socially
defeated rats did not exhibit place avoidance when re-exposed to the
apparatus containing fresh bedding (i.e. without the aggressor’s odor).
On the other hand, animals re-exposed to the apparatus with soiled
bedding (i.e. with the aggressor’s odor) showed avoidance for the
compartment where they have been attacked. In other words, they
preferred to stay in the home chamber. Taken together, these results are
suggestive that the presence of additional contextual cues (e.g., ag-
gressor’s scent) may be necessary to elicit contextual avoidance con-
ditioning, particularly when a single social defeat is employed.

Importantly, the total entries in the three different compartments of
the apparatus as well as the frequency of rearing expressed by DG did
not change between habituation 3 and re-exposure test, suggesting that
a single social defeat is not able to alter or impair general locomotion
and exploratory (total and vertical) activity. These results corroborate
those reported by Faturi et al. (2014), who did not find any differences
in the frequency of rearing and entries in the apparatus compartments
exhibited by defeated and non-defeated rats during re-exposure to the
context. Regarding SAP, we did not observe any difference in its fre-
quency, in any region (home chamber, tunnel or surface area) between
habituation 3 and re-exposure test for DG. A similar result was shown
by Faturi et al. (2014) using rats as experimental subjects.

The present study also raised several critical points that should be
taken into account by researchers who intend to investigate contextual
avoidance acquisition using the social defeat paradigm. First, mice
exhibit individual degrees (levels) of defensiveness when confronted to
an aggressive conspecific. For instance, whereas some animals need
highly intense aggressive interaction to exhibit submissive posture,
other mice reach this criteria during the first contacts with an ag-
gressive conspecific. These behavioral discrepancies lead to different
strategies for coping with social stress and may interfere with the be-
havioral profile of these animals when re-exposed to the apparatus.
Second, the use of a single acute aggressive interaction may not be
enough to ensure a strong contextual avoidance conditioning. Mice are
social animals that live in colonies with well-established social hier-
archies and it is known that aggressive interactions with conspecific are
very frequent in a group living together. Thus, it is possible that a single
aggressive interaction is not stressful enough to elicit contextual con-
ditioned responses. Alternative procedures to strengthen the contextual
conditioning in socially defeated mice might be the use of additional
environmental cues during testing and retesting sessions in the appa-
ratus, as reported by Faturi et al. (2014), and/or even increasing the
social stress intensity.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, using the statistical resource of factor analysis, our
work traced behavioral profiles of socially defeated and non-defeated
mice in a paradigm involving social defeat, and evidenced that ex-
hibited behavioral profiles are different between groups that were
subjected to distinct social interactions. We also showed that socially
defeated animals spent more time performing self-grooming in the
home chamber (protected area) than non-defeated animals during re-
exposure test. This result may indicate that defeated animals recognize
the HC as a protected region to exhibit recovery behavior, such as self-
grooming. A 5-min non-aggressive interaction between familiar con-
specifics reduced SAP in the tunnel when animals were re-exposed to
the interaction context after 24 h, suggesting a possible “social buf-
fering” effect in these animals. Furthermore, a single social defeat re-
duced time spent in the tunnel, without compromising locomotor ac-
tivity and exploratory behaviors. However, it failed to induce
contextual avoidance conditioning for classic spatio-temporal and
complementary parameters such as place avoidance (time spent in the
compartments) and risk assessment measures such as SAP. Moreover,
the use of a single and acute source of stress as well as the absence of
any other cue in the re-exposure test may have been contributed to the
response exhibited by defeated mice. Alternatives to render the social
defeat protocol more robust to elicit contextual avoidance conditioning
might be (a) grouping more responsive animals to social defeat; (b)
increasing the number of social aggressive encounters and/or (c)
adding further cues to facilitate contextual learning.
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